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MINIMAL BOUNDED VARIETIES 
3. JE-tEK 
Abstract; We describe all the minimal bounded varieties of algebras with 
one k-ary operation (for any k 2T2). The collection of these varieties is 
found to be independent and to consist of the variety of constant algebras 
plus an infinite number of varieties that are equivalent with the varieties 
of point algebras studied by T. Evans and M. Saade. 
Key words; Bounded variety, minimal variety, equational theory. 
Classification; 0BB15 
A variety V of algebras of a finite similarity type p is said to be 
bounded if there exists a natural number m such that every term of the type m 
is equivalent, with respect to V, with some term of length not greater than m. 
An equational theory is said to be bounded if the corresponding variety is 
bounded. In £23 we have studied bounded equational theories. We have introdu-
ced a class of special equational theories which we called well-placed; we 
have proved that every well-placed equational theory is bounded and, conver-
sely, in the case of a similarity type m consisting of a single operation 
symbol, that every bounded equational theory is contained in a well-placed 
equational theory; and we have proved, under the assumption on p , that an 
absorptive equational theory (an equational theory containing an equation x^t 
where x is and t is not a variable) is bounded iff it is well-placed. This al-
lowed us to find all the equationally complete bounded equational theories 
(for a type j& with a single operation symbol). The aim of the present paper 
is to describe the corresponding varieties; they are, of course, just the mi-
nimal bounded varieties. We shall show that this collection coincides (up to 
the equivalence of varieties and after omitting the variety C of constant p -
algebras) with the varieties of point algebras introduced and studied in the 
papers £1],£31,£43,£5.1 and that it is an infinite collection of independent 
varieties. 
Throughout this paper let A be a fixed similarity type consisting of 
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one operation symbol F which is of arity k £ 2 . By a place we mean a finite 
word over the alphabet {0,... ,k-lj; infinite words over-{0,...,k-l} are cal-
led directions. The length of a place e is denoted by A(e). A nonempty place 
e is said to be irreducible if it is not a power of any place shorter than e. 
Given a place e=cn...c , (where c. c *C0,...,k-l} for all i), we denote by 
cyc(e) the set of the places c....c ,cQ...c. ,, with i ranging over 
to,...,n-l}. Given a nonempty place e, we denote by e°* the unique direction 
h such that e1 is an initial segment of h for any positive integer i; and we 
put 3(e)= "{f^.f e cyc(e)i. For a /o-term t and a place e we denote by t£ej the 
subterm of t occurring at the place e; it can be defined recursively by tCel= 
= t if t is empty, tCe)=titfl if t=F(tQ,.. -,tn ,) and e=if, and tCeiVSi in all 
other cases. For a term t and a direction h denote by ft(h) the unique init-
ial segment e of h such that tCel is a variable and put tChJ=tCeJ. 
We have proved in £2J that the following is the list of all minimal boun-
ded varieties of type &'* the variety C of constant p -algebras (satisfying 
the equation KxQ,... ,x.,) ̂  F(yQ,... ,y. ,)) and, for any irreducible place 
e, the variety V , the equational theory E of which consists of the equati-
ons s «* t such that 
sChl=tChl and X( Tg(h)) m A(* t(h>) mod A(e) 
for all hcJ(e). Moreover, V =Vf for two irreducible places e, f iff cyc(e)= 
=cyc(f). In order to be able to say more about the varieties V , we introduce 
the following notation. 
Let e be an irreducible place of length n. Denote by c(0),...,c(n-l) the 




so that cyc(e)= ien,.. .,e ,i. For ieCO,... ,n-ll and jell,.*-,n} denote by 
f. . the final segment of e. of length j. Since e. is irreducible, it is easy 
i, j l l 
to see that none of the places f . , e . , . . . , f i e. is an initial segment of an-
other one. From this it follows that there exists a term «£. such that 
var(ofc.)= ixi (where x is a fixed variable) and f. .e. is an occurrence of x 
l i,j l 
in oC. for any jeil,.. .,n*. For every i=0,...,n-l let us fix one such term 
at.. Also, none of the places en,...,e , is an initial segment of another one 
and so there exists a term *y such that var(y)= { X Q , . ..,x ,} and <3r*Ce.l=x. 
for i=0,...,n-l. 
For any term t denote by <ac.(t) the term obtained from oc. by substitu-
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ting t for x. Denote by Qr(xn>* • • »xn-l
) xne term obtained from y by substi-
tuting t0,...,tn^ for x0,...,xn.-r 
Lemma 1. The following equations belong to the equational theory E : 
(1) oC. A *F (oc i , . . . , o t . ) for i = 0 , . . . , n - l ; 
(2) r ( ^ o , , , , , o C n - l ) , ^ x ; 
(3) oC i ( r )« t f ^x . ) for i = 0 , . . . , n - l ; 
(4) oC i(F(x0 , . . . ,xn_1))*V °^ m (
x
c ( i ) ) for i = 0 , . . . , n - l (where m=i+l for i < n - l 
and m=0 for i=n - l ) . 
Proof. (1) Let i £ * 0 , . . . , n - l { ; put s=<36i and t=F ( t * 1 , . . . ,<*,,.). Let 
h c J ( e ) . Then h=f. . e . e . . . . for some j £ i l , . . . , n | . Evidently, r c (h )= f . .e . . 
l j j l l S 1, J 1 
If j)4»l then f. . ,e. is an occurrence of x in s, so that each of the places 
Of. . ,e., If. . ,e.,..., (n-l)f. . ,e. is an occurrence of x in t and espe-
1,J—1 1 1,J—L 1 1,J—1 1 
cially f. .e. is an occurrence of x in t, which means that if+(h)=f. .e .. If i>j i x J,J 1 » j=l then f. .=c(n-l); since e.e. is an occurrence of x in s, f. ^e.e. is an 
l, j 1 1 l, j I I 
occurrence of x in t and ^x(h)=f. -e.e.. In both cases we get A ( T (h)) 3ff 
m X(xAh)) mod n. Of course, sthl=tChl=x. 
(2) Put s = x ( ^ n » " •>^ n-l
) anc* x=x* *~ex n €^( e)» so that h=e.e.... for 
some i. We have X (h)=e.e.e., lf.(h)=0 and s[hl=tthl=x. 
(3) Let i€$0,...,n-li; put s^eC^y) and t=c*i(xi). Let h*J(e). Then 
h=f. .e.e.... for some j£<1,...,n}. We have Tf_(h)=f. .e.e., r.(h)=f. .e. 
-L,J XI b 1»J 1 1 «• 1»J 1 
and sthl=tthl=x.. 
(4) Let i€ 40,... ,n-l} and define m as above; put s=*.(F(xn,...,x ,)) 
and t= <JC_(X /.O. Let h€J"(e). We have h=f. .e.e.... for some j€ tl,...,n}. 
m cvij l,j l l 
We have Tc(h)=f, .e.c(i) and slhl=x /.v Of course, tlhl=x ,.v It remains 
S 1»J 1 Cvlj C\,lj 
to prove A(fi .e^cCi)) * A ( ̂ ( h ) ) mod n. If j < n then h=f. .c(i)e e ..., 
so that r+(h)=f. .c(i)e . If j=n then h=e.e....=c(i)e e ..., so that *.(h)= 
t l, j m 1 1 m m t 
=c(i)e ; in this case we have A(f. .)=n. 
•" *•»J 
For every nonempty set M and every irreducible place e=c(0)...c(n-l) we 
define an algebra AM of the type x> = i F} with the underlying set l/1 by 
F((aQj0,.. ..,a 0 ) n_ 1),... »(a0>k-.1» • • •
 ,an-l,k-l))= 
=(al,c(0),a2,c(l),"*,an-l,c(n-2),a0,c(n-l))* 
Theorem 2. Let e be an irreducible place. The following are equivalent 
for an algebra A of the type f> = i F}: 
(i) A belongs to the variety V ; 
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(ii) A satisfies the 3n+l equations (1) - (4) from Lemma 1; 
(iii) A -* A M for a nonempty set M. 
Proof, (i) implies (ii) by Lemma 1. in order to prove that (ii) implies 
(iii), let A be an algebra satisfying the equations (1) - (4) and denote by M 
the set of idempotents of A, i.e. elements a such that F(a,. ..,a)=a. For a$A 
put y(a)=(oc0(a),..., Kn-_1(a)). By (1), y is a mapping of A into M
0. By (4), 
o is a homomorphism of A into A M . By (2), 9 is infective. By (3), y maps T
 n M»e 
A onto M . 
It remains to prove that (iii) implies (i). Since Vg is a nontrivial va-
riety, it contains arbitrarily large algebras; but (i) implies (iii) and so V 
contains an algebra A K for a set K such that M is a subset of K. Clearly, 
A^. is a subalgebra of A^ and hence A^ belongs to V , too. 
Theorem 3. Let e be an irreducible place. The following are true: 
(i) A mapping^ of A^ e into A. is a homomorphism iff there is a 
mapping f of M into K such that y(aQ,.'.. ,afi_1 )=(f(an),... ,f(aR L)) for all 
(a,,...^)^. 
(ii) An algebra A is a subalgebra of &H Q iff A= A^ for a nonempty 
subset K of M. 
(iii) The congruence lattice of A^ Q is isomorphic to the lattice of 
equivalences of the set M. 
(iv) The product of a family -ftMQ) e (it I) is isomorphic with the al-
gebra AM where M is the product of the sets M. (iftl). 
M»e i 
(v) Every infinite algebra in Vg is Ve-free; an algebra A^ with M 
finite is V -free iff the cardinality of M is a multiple of n. 
Proof. It follows from the equations (1) and (2) that a homomorphism 
between two algebras A, B from Vg is uniquely determined by its restriction 
to the set of idempotents of A. One can easily verify for any mapping f that 
the mapping «p from (i) is a homomorphism. From this we get (i). The other 
assertions are easy consequences. The assertion (v) is proved in 153. 
Theorea 4. Let e, f be two irreducible places of the same length n. Then 
the varieties V and V* are equivalent. 
Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 3. Let us remark that the varie-
ties V and Vf are equivalent even if they are of different similarity types 
p= {F\ and €? -iG\ . The varieties V are thus all equivalent to varieties 
of groupoids. 
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A finite collection VQ,...,V , of varieties of a type a> is said to be 
independent if there exists a »-term t such that v a r ( t ) = -Cxr,,. ••»xrn>iV ant-
the equation t«rf x. is satisfied in V. for any i=0,...,m-l. An infinite col-
lection *t of varieties is said to be independent if any finite subcollecti-
on of £ is independent. 
For a survey of various properties of independent collections of varie-
ties see £6]. 
Theorem 5. The collection of all the minimal bounded varieties of the 
type p that are different from C is independent. 
Proof. Let Vn,...,Vm , be a finite subcollection of this collection. 
U7 ' m-1 
For any i=0,...,m-l we can write V.=V /.v where e ( i ) is an irreducible place. 
The sets J ( e ( 0 ) ) , . .. , J ( e ( m - l ) ) are pairwise disjoint. There exists a positive 
integer p such that p is a common multiple of the lengths of e ( i ) (i=0,..*., 
m-1) and whenever h, k are two different directions from J ( e ( 0 ) ) u . . . u 
u J (e (m-1 ) ) then the initial segments of h and k of length p are different. 
There exists a term t such that v a r ( t ) = {xn,...,x_ ,J and whenever e is an 
u m-l 
initial segment of a direction from J ( e ( i ) ) of length p then tle]=x.. Clear-
ly, the equation t^Jx. is satisfied in V.. 
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